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Through the Eyes of the Ocean
I’m the heart of many living things,
My pulse creates the waves.
You listen to me howl and sing,
and echo in the caves.

I crash against the ridged cliffs
On a windy day.
As the hours pass, I begin to lift
And hug the sandy bay.

On a calm summer’s morning,
If low gently with the tide.
Showing off my blue body, glistening,
Look, and watch me shine!

Full of wonder and beauty,
A mystery am I.
But if you look a little closer,
You’ll see right through my eyes.

The algae’s taking over,
Spreading in the reefs.
The fish find it so much harder,
To swim about and breathe.

Why do you dump your junk in me?
It’s killing all my family.
Although I might be strong, you see,
I’m also as fragile as can be.

I ask you now to play your part,
To help me live and thrive.
So please find it in your heart
To keep my fish alive!

By Emma Hickey
St Canice's Primary School
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Eyes of the Sea
I curved myself through the grey green water, the salt tickling at my nose. As I dived, the
bubbles circled around me, and tiny silver fish darted by. I kicked down to the bottom and
rummaged on the stony seafloor. Just as I ran out of air, I grasped an ordinary looking grey
stone and hurriedly swam to the surface. Gulping in the air gratefully, I turned the stone over
in my hands, its smooth grey surface gleaming in the dusk light. Turning back out to the ocean,
I wondered what the world was like through the eyes of the sea.

I looked across the narrow promenade to our small grey cottage. Quietly I let myself in,
wincing as the door creaked. Creeping silently past Mom's bedroom, I slid into my own small
blue room. Every available surface was cluttered with shells and stones. I lay down on the
narrow bed and pressed the cool stone against my forehead.
I
found myself in a turquoise ocean. Tiny black and yellow fish flitted by, minute tails flashing.
A turtle swam serenely by me, as if I weren’t there. Below me there was a beautiful reef,
bright reds and oranges stung my eyes. I blinked and the scene shifted. I grinned as seals
flashed and twisted in the water playfully. Then I saw the plastic bag.

Small seals chased after it, getting caught in its wide handles. I saw more scenes like this: tiny
octopuses, barely larger than my hand, trapped in tin cans; polar bears swimming for days
without rest; the constant pain of the sea. When I awoke the next morning, the house was
quiet. I pulled on my swimsuit and quietly grabbed a small handful of cereal.I returned to the
beach and dived into the blue. Cold water rushed past me. For the first time I noticed the
small chips of plastic mixed with the sand and stones. I swam deeper and deeper until I could
no longer feel the sand beneath my feet.

That’s when I saw a floating lump, dipping up and down in the water. It came closer and
closer. Suddenly I realised what it was, a small sea turtle. Its expression pleading, I ran my
hands over its shell and saw the piece of plastic that tied the turtle's back flipper to his head.
It couldn't move without choking itself. I tried to slip the plastic off its back flipper, but it
wouldn’t move. In desperation I pulled out my hair pin and began to saw at the plastic. Finally,
it snapped and slipped off. The turtle turned and swam away without looking back. I kicked
back to the shore and pulled on my towel, wrapping it around my shoulders. I had just seen
the world through the eyes of the sea. I had felt its pain, but I was lucky, I could make a
difference. I could change this world.

By Amelia Booth
St Mary's and St Gerard's National School
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Through the Eyes of the Ocean
The Polar Bear is an arctic creature
With thick fur and distinctive features
He preys on ringed and bearded seals
But is finding it harder to find each meal

For the ice is melting far too fast
His habitat will indeed not last
It is on this ice that he lays rest
Which the ocean has sadly repossessed

Temperatures are rising far too fast
The ice cover will definitely not last
This makes food harder to find
Something we should all bear in mind

We are responsible for this destruction
With our toxic emissions and plastic production
We must unite and reverse the situation
It’s not just for the Polar Bears
But for the entire marine population

By Ceyda Gezer
Scoil Naomh Bríd

